Reference : AVMA40003896

HOUSE OF ARCHITECT EDMOND LAY - BÉARN
160m2

MOURENX

285 000 €

In Béarn, nestled on 1080 m2 of wooded land in a dominant
position, this 160 m2 house is a true manifesto of organic
architecture, the work of the famous architect Edmond Lay.
Built in the 70s and inspired by contemporary American houses, it
fits harmoniously into its environment. This singular realization
respects the recurring themes dear to Edmond Lay: framing,
fluidity, angle, material and atmosphere.
Organised on 2 levels, the garden level includes a vast living room
with hexagonal shape and sloping vertical walls, a kitchen of the
closed laboratory type, a laundry room, a toilet. A bedroom and a
shower room complete this level. Upstairs, three bedrooms, a
study and a shower room make up the night section.
The presence of long fir beams and their horizontality reinforce
the protective side of the habitat, which Edmond Lay appears to
have a cave effect.

Maison architecte Edmond Lay pièce de vie

Light is omnipresent and accentuates the fluidity of circulation.
The materials used are raw and restricted such as solid wood,
earthenware, stone, concrete, glass. The complex is bordered by
vast terraces that prolong the dialogue between the interior and
exterior.
This unique house with its marked geometrical lines ranks among
the remarkable architectures of our region.

WHAT CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION
Its remarkable architecture.
The harmony with the environment.
The
quality
of

the

habitat.

Maison architecte Edmond Lay pièce de vie autre vue

https://www.ateliers-lofts.com/en/pays-basque-landes/vente/1816-house-of-architect-edmond-lay-bearn
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FEATURES
Year of construction : 1973
Living room surface : 35 m2
Type of kitchen : Separate and equipped
Living area : 160 m2
Number of rooms : 5
Type of heating : Individual gas-fired
Surface of the land : 1084 m2
Garden area : 950 m2
Sanitation : Sewerage
Orientation : South
Outdoor parking : 2
Property Tax : 1700 €
Price excluding fees : 320 000 €
Price includes fees : 339 000 €

https://www.ateliers-lofts.com/en/pays-basque-landes/vente/1816-house-of-architect-edmond-lay-bearn
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